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This paper deals with some basic considerations and methods for 
Markovian processes and their application. A generalized type of 
state equations for arbitrary sets of states is described which can 
lead to considerable simplifications. Furthermore, new recursive and 
explicit formulae for a class of processes with cyclically structured 
state diagrams are presented. Finally, cut-off priority systems with 
hysteresis are investigated which are suitable for overload 
protection in switching systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the investigation of stationary Markovian processes, state probabilities can 
be calculated with the aid of the well-known state equations which are usually 
applied separately to each state or microstate, respectively. In section 2 of 
this paper a concept of generalized state equations is presented which may 
refer to an arbitrary set of states and not only to one single state. In prac
tical applications these generalized state equations may be of considerable ad
vantage. In section 3, recursive and explicit formulae for a class of processes 
with state diagrams of a cyclic structure are derived with the aid of the 
generalized state equations described in section 2. Furthermore, systems with 
hysteresis and cut-off priorities for overload control are investigated in 
section 4. A conclusion follows in section 5. 

2. GENERALIZED STATE EQUATIONS 

A stationary Markovian process with a finite number N of states be considered. 
The probability of a state i, l~i~, be denoted by Pi and the probability 
density for a transition from a state i to a state j by qij. Then the usual 
state equation for an individual state i can, e. g., be written in the form [1] 

N 

L Piqij 
j-l 
jp'i 

o (1) 

It is, however, also possible to take into account several states in one equa
tion. This principle has already been applied in particular cases in which, 

s t ~:, : e. g., the considered states can be interpreted as certain macro states [2,3]. 
In the sequel it is shown that state equations can be established for arbitrary 
sets of states. This leads to a concept of generalized state equations. 

An arbitrary set S of states be considered (i. e., a partial state space) as 
indicated by a dashed line in fig. 1. The states of the systems be numbered 
such that the states belonging to S have numbers i - 1 ... M and the remaining 
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Fig. 1: Generalized state 
equation (principle) 

Fig. 2: Birth and death 
process 

states (which do not belong to S) the numbers i - M+l ... N. Then the following 
generalized state equation for the partial state space S holds true [4] 

M N 
I L Piqij = 

i-I j-=M+l 

M 

I 
i-I 

N 

L P·q·i 
j=M+l J J 

(2) 

This generalized state equation can be interpreted as follows: the probability 
density for reaching an arbitrary partial state space S is equal to the 
probability density for leaving this partial state space S. 

This general state equation contains only probability densities of transitions 
from a state i belonging to the partial state space S to a state j which is not 
belonging to S or vice versa, but not of transitions between two states which 
are both belonging to S (or both not belonging to S). Due to this important 
property, the use of generalized state equations (2) for partial state spaces 
may be very helpful and lead to considerable simplifications. 

Besides the possibility of a direct derivation of equation (2) on the basis of 
the well-known Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [1], a further proof of this formula 
is possible by summing up equation (1) for all states i, l~i~, which are be
longing to S. The probability densities for all transitions between states 
which are both belonging to S are compensated, as they occur in two equations, 
respectively, with different signs. This leads directly to the formula (2) [4]. 

In processes with an infinite number of states, generalized state equations 
can, of course, also be applied to sets of an infinite number of states, if the 
summations obtained in the generalized state equations are converging. 

As an example a birth and death process be considered as shown in fig. 2. It is 
well-known that from the usual state equations for individual states, the 
following state equation can be obtained, e. g., by induction: 

Pxqx,x+l - Px+lqx+l,x (3) 

This equation can be obtained directly as a generalized state equation for a 
partial state space as indicated by a dashed line in fig. 2. 

3. CYCLIC PROCESSES 

3.1. Process type 

This section deals with a class of processes whose state diagrams have the 
shape of a closed loop as shown in fig. 3, transitions being only possible to 
neighbouring states. Subsequently, such processes which are treated in more 
detail in [5] will be shortly referred to as cyclic processes. (In the general 
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(schematically) 

Fig. 4: Generalized 
cyclic process 

case of bidirectional transitions, the undirectional cyclic process is 
contained as a special case.) The states be numbered, and the probability of a 
state x be denoted by px. The probability densities for the transitions be 
denoted by ax ' bx ' O~x~n, as indicated in fig. 3. 

Obviously, such a cyclic process is irreducible if all values ai or all values 
b i are greater than zero, or if only one pair of values (e. g., an and bO) is 
equal to zero (and all other values ai' b i are greater than zero) [5]. 

3.2. State Equations 

It is convenient in this case to use generalized state equations as described 
in section 2. For a partial state space comprising the states O,l, ... ,x-l (as 
indicated by a dashed line in fig. 3), the following generalized state equation 
is obtained 

With the approximations 

x ... 0,1, ... ,n-l 

equation (4) can be simplified to 

1 
Px - cx-lPx-l + ~ H, x-I, ... ,n 

x 

Furthermore, the normalizing condition holds 

n 

L 
x-a 

3.3. Recursive solution 

p - 1 x 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

Under the condition bi>O for i>O (admitting the calculation of arbitrary 
irreducible cyclic processes according to numbering . schemes described in 
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section 3.5), the state probabilities Px be now expressed as functions of the 
values PO and H with the aid of constants Ax and Bx according to the equation 

Px - Axpo + BxH, x - O ... n (9) 

Obviously for x - 0 the constants AO and BO have the values 

AO - 1 BO - 0 (lOa,b) 

After inserting equation (9) in equation (7), a comparision of the coefficients 
of PO and H in the equation obtained yields 

x - 1 ... n (lla,b) 

These recursion formulae enable the successive calculation of all constants ~ 
and Bx for x - 1,2,3, ... ,n. Inserting x - n in equation (7) and taking equation 
(6) into account leads to 

Po (12) 

Inserting equations (9), (6) and (11) in the normalizing condition (8) leads to 
a formula for the probability Po which, in connection with the equations (6), 
(9) and (12), yields the following formula for the state probabilities Px [5] 

bO - ~an 
~+ Bx 1 + Bnan 

p -x (13) 
n bO - ~an n 
I Ai + 

1 + Bnan 
I Bi 

i ... O i-a 

Now all state probabilities Px are known. Suitable numbering schemes of general 
applicability for the states are discussed in section 3.5. 

3.4. Explicit Solution 

Considering the probability for a state z (i. e., a state x with x = z), an 
explicit solution can be derived by multiplying equation (7) with the product 

z-l 
n c i 

i=x 

for x - l ... z and then summing up the equations obtained in this way (for 
x-I ... z). Regarding that several terms are compensated, the following formula 
is obtained after rearranging terms and replacing x by j and z by x [5] 

x-I x 
Px - Po n c i + H I 

i-O j-l 

x-I 
n c i 

i-j 
(14) 

A comparison of the coefficients of PO and H in equations (9) and (14) yields 
the following explicit equations for the values ~, Bx [5] 

Ax-
x-I 
n ci 

i-O 
B -x -
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(Empty sums are to be interpreted as zero, empty products as unity.) The equa
tions (13) and (15a,b) represent an explicit solution for the state probabili
ties. It can be shown [5] that this explicit solution as well as the recursive 
solution presented in section 3.3 hold for bx>O, (x - O ... n), and for bO - 0 
and/or a - 0 (where all other values ax ' x - O ... n-l, and bx ' x - l ... n, are 
not equal! to zero). Suitable numbering schemes are discussed in section 3.5. 
The well-known formula for one-dimensional birth and death processes [1] is 
contained in this solution as a special case for bO - 0 and an - O. 

3.5. Numbering schemes 

The formulae presented in sections 3.3 and 3.4 can be applied in all cases of 
irreducible cyclic processes if, e. g., the numbering scheme is chosen accord
ing to the following rules [5]: 

a) If a pair of transitions is not existing, the numbering scheme has to be 
chosen such that bO - 0 and an - O. 

b) If only one transition is not existing or several transitions of the same 
type are not existing, the numbering scheme is chosen such that all 
values b i are greater than zero. 

c) If all values ax and bx are different from zero, the numbering scheme can 
be chosen arbitrarily. 

Considerable simplifications of the formulae are obtained in special cases with 
aO - 0 and, in particular, with aO - 0 and an 0 [5]. 

3.6. Generalized cyclic processes 

In fig. 4, a cyclic process with an additional linear part of the state diagram 
is shown. Obviously the generalized state equations (4) are not changed if the 
corresponding partial state spaces are chosen as indicated in fig. 4 by dashed 
lines. Therefore the state probabilities for the cyclic part of the state dia
gram can be calculated according to the formulae derived in sections 3.3 and 
3.4. Analogously it can be seen [5] that the state probabilities of the linear 
part of the state diagram can be calculated according to the well-known formula 
for one-dimensional birth an~ death processes [1] as a function of the state 
probability corresponding to the branching point (and therefore also as a func
tion of the value PO)' For the calculation of Po of course all state probabili
ties (belonging to the cyclic part or to the linear part of the state diagram) 
have to be taken into account in the normalizing condition. By analogous argu
ments it can be shown that generalized cyclic processes comprising an arbi
trary number of linear parts (fig. 5a,b) or branched linear parts (fig. 5c) and 
processes with a branched state diagram without a cyclic part (fig. 5d) can 
also be calculated with the aid of the formulae described above. (In these pre
sented ·formulae for generalized cyclic processes, a solution for a system as 
shown in fig. Sa by Tran-Gia [3] is contained as a special case.) 

4. CUT-OFF PRIORITY SYSTEMS WITH HYSTERESIS FOR OVERLOAD PROTECTION 

4.1. General concept 

In this section systems with hysteresis are considered which are suitable for 
the application of generalized state equations. It is well-known that systems 
with so-called cut-off priorities are useful for overload protection in 
particular switching systems with two types of traffic,' Al and A2 , where only 
the traffic A2 is concerned by overload and therefore the traffic Al has to be 
protected agaInst overload of A2 [6,7,8]. The calls of Al have fulL access to 
the n servers. Calls of A2 can, however, only be served if the system is not in 
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Fig. 5: Examples for generalized cyclic processes 

overload condition. For calls of A2 which can not be served immediately, a 
(finite or infinite) number s of waiting places is provided. The number of busy 
servers be denoted by x' and the number of occupied waiting places by z' . 

Such a system can, e. g., be said to be in overload if the number of occupied 
servers has reached or crossed a certain treshold m [6,7,8]. For a better sepa
ration of the influences of overload and normal traffic variations, two thresh
olds m and m' are defined here, where m' > m. The system is said to be in 
overload if the upper treshold m' has been reached or crossed upward and to 
remain in overload until the lower treshold m is crossed downward. This leads 
to a hysteresis function as can be seen from the following sections. 

4.2. System with an infinite number of waiting places 

In this section a system with an infinite number of waiting places is consid
ered. From the corresponding state diagram as shown in fig. 6 which comprises 
the two domains for normal load and overload it can be seen that in this system 

z· • 
• • 

Fig. 6: Queueing system with hysteresis 
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a hysteresis function is realized. For this system, .explicit formulae for the 
characteristic traffic values have been derived with the aid of generalized 
state equations. These investigatons which can not be treated here in detail 
due to lack of space will be published in a separate paper [9]. 

4.3. System with a finite number of waiting places 

In this section a system with a finite number s of waiting places is consid
ered, with a state diagram similar to the diagram shown in fig. 6, the number 
of waiting places, however, being limited to the finite value s. 

In a separate paper [10], a recursive solution for the characteristic traffic 
values of this system has been derived as well as an analytical solution for 
the waiting time distribution based on eigenvalues. Such a system with hyster
esis enables a more effective overload protection than similar systems without 
hysteresis [10]. E. g., it is possible to dimension this system in such a way 
that, for arbitrary overload of A2 , the loss probability of the traffic Al is 
less than a maximum given value. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a concept of generalized state equation is presented which can 
lead to remarkable simplifications in the calculation of particular systems. 

For the calculation of so-called cyclic processes, recursive and explicit 
formulae are presented. Furthermore, queueing systems with hysteresis have been 
investigated which are well suited for overload protection in particular 
switching systems. 
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